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ABSTRACT
We present f(R) theories of ten-dimensional supergravities, including the fermionic
sector up to the quadratic order in fermion fields. They are obtained by performing the
conformal scaling on the usual supergravities to the f(R) frame in which the dilaton becomes
an auxiliary field and can be integrated out. The f(R) frame coincides with that of M-
theory, D2-branes or NS-NS 5-branes. We study various BPS p-brane solutions and their
near-horizon AdS×sphere geometries in the context of the f(R) theories. We find that new
solutions emerge with global structures that do not exist in the corresponding solutions of
the original supergravity description. In lower dimensions, We construct the f(R) theory
of N = 2, D = 5 gauged supergravity with a vector multiplet, and that for the four-
dimensional U(1)4 gauged theory with three vector fields set equal. We find that some
previously-known BPS singular “superstars” become wormholes in the f(R) theories. We
also construct a large class of f(R) (gauged) pseudo-supergravities. In addition we show
that the breathing mode in the Kaluza-Klein reduction of Gauss-Bonnet gravity on S1 is
an auxiliary field and can be integrated out.
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1 Introduction
Under the principle of general coordinate transformation invariance, there are limited ways
of generalizing Einstein gravity at the field theoretical level, by adding additional fields
and/or including higher-order curvature contributions. Largely motivated by string theory,
there have been decades of efforts in constructing supergravities, which are believed to
be the low energy effective theories of string or more fundamental M-theory. The study
of extended gravities with higher-order curvature terms predated supergravity and string
theories. The primary motivation was to render the theory renormalizable by adding higher-
order propagators. It turns out that although gravity with higher-order curvature terms can
indeed be renormalizable, it suffers from having ghost degrees of freedom [1, 2]. Recently
there has been progress in eliminating those ghosts at the classical level for some special
regions of the parameter spaces [3, 4, 5, 6]; however, it is unlikely that these parameter
regions can survive the renormalization group flow.
If one is to consider only classical or semi-classical generalizations of Einstein gravity,
the simplest example is perhaps the f(R) theory in which the Ricci scalar in the Einstein-
Hilbert action is replaced by certain appropriate function f of R. Interestingly, there has
been almost no overlap in the research areas of supergravity and f(R) gravity. The work
of f(R) theories has been primarily focused on cosmology. (See reviews [7, 8, 9].) Recently,
we have demonstrated that there exist a subclass of f(R) theories that can admit Killing
spinor equations, which allow one to construct “BPS” solutions [10]. Whilst Killing spinor
equations can exist in some intrinsically non-supersymmetric theories [11, 12, 13], their
appearance is certainly an important characteristic of supergravities. It was shown in [14, 15]
that when a bosonic gravity theory admits Killing spinor equations, it can be promoted to
pseudo-supergravity which is invariant under the pseudo-supersymmetric transformation
rules up to the quadratic order in fermion fields. This suggests that there should exist f(R)
pseudo-supergravities. Furthermore, if we add appropriate additional fields so that the the
degrees of freedom of the bosons and fermions match, we may expect to obtain an f(R)
theory of supergravity.
It is well known that f(R) gravity is equivalent to a special class of the Brans-Dicke
theory in which the scalar field has no kinetic term. Conversely, any gravity theory coupled
to a scalar can be cast into the “f(R) frame” in which the scalar has no kinetic term and
may become auxiliary. Integrating out this auxiliary scalar gives rise to the f(R) theory.
Thus, the relation between the f(R) theory and the corresponding Brans-Dicke theory is
analogous to that between the Nambu-Goto and Polyakov actions in the string theory.
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In this paper, we study supergravities and perform the conformal transformation so
that the theories are in the f(R) frame. In general the resulting equation of motion of
the scalar field is a polynomial of the scalar with irrational power. However, we find that
for all supergravities in D = 10, the polynomial is of integer power and hence the scalar
can be straightforwardly integrated out, giving rise to the f(R) theory description of these
supergravities. We find that this can also be done for N = 2, D = 5 gauged supergravity
with a vector multiplet, and D = 4 U(1)4 gauged theory with three U(1) vectors set to
equal. It should be emphasized that although the f(R) theory is equivalent to the Brans-
Dicke description at the classical level, they are inequivalent to the original supergravities
even at the classical level, since the conformal scaling can be singular in the solution space.
We obtain new solutions that are well behaved in the f(R) theories but would be discarded
in the original supergravities owing to the bad properties.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review f(R) gravity and its connection
to the special class of Brans-Dicke theory where the scalar has no kinetic term. We then
study the conversion of the gravity/scalar system to the f(R) theory. This can be done
by first performing a conformal scaling on the theory from the Einstein frame to the f(R)
frame and then integrating out the scalar. We present two examples of scalar potentials
that appear frequently in supergravities and obtain their corresponding f(R) theories. In
particular, we demonstrate that AdS worm-branes, domain walls that connect two AdS
Minkowski boundaries, can emerge in the f(R) theories.
In section 3, we study the nature of the f(R) frame. It turns out that if the D-
dimensional theory comes from the Kaluza-Klein S1 reduction of certain (D+1)-dimensional
theory, the f(R) frame is in fact the frame of the (D + 1)-dimensional metric without any
conformal scaling. We then consider a general Lagrangian in arbitrary dimensions involving
two vectors and a scalar with a non-trivial scalar potential. This Lagrangian reduces to
special cases of the U(1)3 and U(1)4 theories in the D = 5 and D = 4 gauged supergravities
respectively. We construct the f(R) theory of this system, and demonstrate that some
singular “black holes” of the original theory become smooth wormholes in the f(R) theory.
In section 4, we construct f(R) theories of ten-dimensional supergravities, focusing on
the bosonic sector. We first cast supergravities in the f(R) frame in which the dilaton,
which measure the string coupling, becomes an auxiliary field. Integrating out this scalar
leads to the the f(R) theories of supergravities. For those ten-dimensional supergravities
that comes from M-theory on S1 or S1/Z2 reductions, the f(R) frame is nothing but the M-
theory frame, which also coincides with the D2-brane frame and the NS-NS 5-brane frame.
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We examine the previously-known p-branes in the context of f(R) theories and show that
some previously singular solutions are much better behaved in the f(R) description. For
example the usual singular NS-NS string now interpolates between the AdS3×S7 horizon to
the asymptotic flat spacetime. We also obtain new class of p-branes which are supported by
delta-function source located at the equator of the foliating sphere in the transverse space.
We show that some coordinate of such a solution in the f(R) description has extended
range of that in the corresponding local solution in M-theory. This suggests that new
non-perturbative physical degrees of freedom can be uncovered by the f(R) theories.
In section 5, we study the fermionic sector of f(R) supergravities. We show that the
dilaton remains an auxiliary field even when the fermion sector is included. For N = 1, D =
10 and type IIA supergravities, we give the fermionic Lagrangian and the supersymmetric
transformation rules up to the quadratic order in fermion fields. We also give the general
structure of the f(R) theory involving the gravitino and dilatino fields in general dimensions.
In section 6, we consider N = 2, D = 5 gauged supergravity with a vector multiplet.
We construct the corresponding f(R) gauged supergravity. We obtain AdS worm-branes
and charged wormholes in the f(R) gauged supergravity. We extend the discussion to
D = 4 gauged supergravity and also the gauged f(R) Kaluza-Klein pseudo-supergravity. In
section 7, we construct a large class of f(R) pseudo-supergravities in general dimensions.
We give the conclusions and present further discussions in section 8. In appendix A, we
study the Kaluza-Klein circle reduction where the lower-dimensional metric is not scaled
by the breathing mode. We demonstrate that the breathing mode is auxiliary even when
the higher-order Gauss-Bonnet curvature term is included. In appendix B, we present a
general class of charged black hole solutions of the theory discussed in section 3.2.
2 Converting the gravity/scalar system to f(R)
In this section, we shall give a quick review of f(R) gravity, which is defined by replacing the
Ricci scalar R in the Einstein-Hilbert action with an appropriate function f of R. For non-
vanishing f ′′(R), the theory was known to be related to a special class of the Brans-Dicke
theory. We shall study this relation focusing on the conversion of a gravity/scalar system
to f(R) gravity. We consider two explicit examples of scalar potentials that arise in super-
gravities. We demonstrate that the two systems are not equivalent, owing to the possibility
that singular conformal scaling may arise in the solution space. In other words, the f(R)
theories can have solutions with global properties that do not exist in the corresponding
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local solutions of the gravity/scalar systems of supergravities.
2.1 Equations of motion
The Lagrangian of f(R) gravity in general dimensions is given by
e−1LD = f(R) , (1)
where e =
√− det(gµν). (There should be no confusion between this e which appears only
as e−1 in this paper and the notation for the exponential function.) In this paper, we shall
be concerned with only f(R) theories in the metric formalism, and hence the equations of
motion from the variation of gµν are given by
Gµν ≡ F (R)Rµν − 12f(R)gµν + (gµν−∇µ∇ν)F (R) = 0 , (2)
where F (R) = f ′(R). Note that in this paper, we always use a prime to denote a derivative
with respect to R, unless an explicit new variable is given. Taking the trace, we have
R ≡ RF − 12Df + (D − 1)F = 0 . (3)
The equations of motion (2) can be equivalently expressed as
Rµν ≡ Rµν − 1
F
∇µ∇νF + 1
2(D − 1)F (f − 2RF )gµν = 0 . (4)
The simplest class of solutions for f(R) gravities are perhaps the Einstein metrics, for
which R is a constant, which we denote as R0 ≡ DΛ, where Λ is the effective cosmological
constant. It follows from (3) that
2R0F (R0) = Df(R0) . (5)
Depending on whether Λ is positive, 0, or negative, the vacuum solution is de Sitter (dS),
Minkowski and anti-de Sitter (AdS) respectively. In the special case when f(R0) = 0 =
F (R0), the full equations of motion are reduced to simply the scalar type of equation
R = R0, and the theory has no propagating spin-2 degrees of freedom [10]. It was shown in
[10] that there exists a subclass of f(R) theories that admit Killing spinor equations. Exact
non-trivial “BPS” domain walls and cosmological solutions with varying R are consequently
obtained. It was demonstrated that f(R) theories can admit Einstein metrics that do not
satisfy (3); they are characterized by the divergent F (R0) [10].
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2.2 The conversion
It is well-known that f(R) gravity can be cast into the form of the Brans-Dicke theory. To
see this, one starts with the Lagrangian
e−1L = f(χ) + f,χ(χ)(R − χ) . (6)
Variation with respect to χ gives rise to
f,χχ(R− χ) = 0 . (7)
Thus provided that f,χχ 6= 0, one has χ = R, and hence (6) gives rise to the usual f(R)
theory. On the other hand, we can treat χ as a scalar field and hence the Lagrangian (6) is
a gravity/scalar system. To make this manifest, one can define
ϕ = f,χ(χ) , (8)
and hence the f(R) gravity is equivalent to the Brans-Dicke theory of the type
e−1L = ϕR+ f(χ(ϕ))− ϕχ(ϕ) . (9)
This is a special class of Brans-Dicke theory with no manifest kinetic term for ϕ. The
conversion of f(R) gravity to the Brans-Dicke theory requires finding the inverse function
of F = f ′, which in general does not have explicit analytical form. The absence of the
kinetic term for ϕ implies that the the variation of ϕ gives rise to a pure algebraic equation
for ϕ.
Conversely, one may convert some gravity/scalar systems to f(R) theories. In super-
gravities, the Lagrangians are typically written in the Einstein frame. For now we consider
gravity coupled to a single scalar only:
e−1LD = R− 12(∂φ)2 − V (φ) . (10)
Let us make the following conformal transformation and the field redefinition for the dilaton
gµν → e−2καφgµν , ϕ = eκβφ , (11)
with κ = ±1 and
α = − 1√
2(D − 1)(D − 2) , β =
√
D − 2
2(D − 1) . (12)
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It is clear that this conformal transformation can be done in all dimensions greater or equal
to three. Note that these two constants are rational numbers only in D = 3 and D = 10.
The Lagrangian (10) becomes
e−1LD = ϕR− V˜ (ϕ) , (13)
where
V˜ (ϕ) = ϕ
D
D−2V (φ(ϕ)) , (14)
Comparing to (9), we find that if the theory can be converted into an f(R) theory, f must
satisfy the following
f(R)−RF (R) + V˜ (F ) = 0 . (15)
For the situation with non-vanishing f ′′(R), acting with ∂R, we have
dV˜
dF
= R , (16)
This is a purely algebraic equation for the function F (R). Once we solve for F , the f(R)
theories can be derived by a first-order integration.
A more direct approach is to view the ϕ in (13) as an auxiliary field since it does not have
a kinetic term. The equation of motion associated with the variation of ϕ is dV˜ /dϕ = R,
which is an algebraic equation for ϕ. Solving for ϕ and substituting it back into (13), we
obtain the corresponding f(R) theory. Thus the relation between the f(R) theory and the
Brans-Dicke theory (13) is analogous to that between the Nambu-Goto and Polyakov actions
of the string theory, and hence they are classically equivalent. Of course, it is not always
possible to get a close form solution even for an algebraic equation. However, it should be
emphasized that the f(R) theory can be inequivalent to the original gravity/scalar system
(10) since the conformal scaling can be singular. Note that ϕ = F (R) and hence a necessary
ghost-free condition is that F (R) is non-negative.
A special case should be addressed in which the potential function V˜ is linear in ϕ, i.e.
V˜ = aϕ+ b , −→ e−1LD = ϕ(R − a)− b . (17)
Substituting V˜ in (15), we have an f(R) that is linear on R, i.e. the usual Einstein gravity
with a cosmological constant. The converted theory is inequivalent to the original theory,
owing to the fact f ′′(R) = 0 in this case. In fact the equation of motion for ϕ gives no
information on ϕ, but simply tells us that R = a. Thus the gravity/scalar system cannot
be converted into f(R) theory with ϕ absorbed as F . However, in many explicit examples,
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the Lagrangian (17) can be viewed as a limiting one of a more general f(R) theory. The
f(R) limit to Einstein gravity with f ′′(R)→ 0 was studied in [16].
It is worth remarking that in higher-derivative theories, we can expect that V˜ in (13) is a
function not only of ϕ, but also of spacetime derivatives of ϕ. Then, ϕ ceases to be auxiliary.
Thus it is much more non-trivial for ϕ to be auxiliary in higher-derivative gravities. Further
discussion and an explicit example are provided in appendix A.
As we have mentioned, for a generic function V , there is no analytical solution to the
equation (16). We shall give two examples of V that are relevant to this paper, for which
analytical solutions for f can be found.
2.3 Two examples
In this subsection, we consider two classes of scalar potentials that frequently appear in
supergravities.
Example 1: The first example is just a pure exponential potential
V (φ) = 12m
2e−Dαbφ , (18)
where α is given in (12) and b is an arbitrary constant parameter. The scalar potential in
massive type IIA supergravity [17] is of this form. Some scalar potentials in gauged super-
gravities also take this form but with negative m2. (See e.g., [18, 19, 20, 21].) Furthermore,
the dilaton coupling with the form-fields is of this form if we can treat the form-fields as
constant. It is straightforward to obtain the corresponding f(R):
f(R) =
2 + κDb
D(1 + κb)
R
( 2(D − 2)R
D(1 + κb)m2
) D−2
2+κDb
. (19)
Note that there is an identity between f and F , given by
f =
2 + κDb
D(1 + κb)
F R , (20)
This identity allows us to take a smooth limit of sending m → 0 and recover the Einstein
theory with a free scalar. To see this, note that if we let m vanish, the regularity of the
f(R) theory (19) requires that R approaches zero. There is no unique way of how these two
quantities approach zero, and the ratio can be described by a scalar quantity. If we define
ϕ = F , and in the m→ 0, it follows from (20) that the Lagrangian becomes
e−1L ∼ ϕR . (21)
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This Lagrangian is consistent with the limit R → 0 since the variation of ϕ gives rise to
R = 0. Converting this Lagrangian to Einstein frame, we obtain the original Einstein theory
with a free scalar.
In general the parameter b in (18) is irrational in supergravities. The resulting f(R)
theory will have irrational power of R. We consider this as an unnatural formalism of a
gravity theory. We shall focus our attention in examples where b is rational. An interesting
case is b = 0. The scalar/gravity system is simply the cosmological Einstein gravity with a
“massless” free scalar. The resulting f(R) theory becomes
f(R) ∝ RD2 . (22)
This f(R) is interesting in that all Einstein metrics with any effective cosmological constants
are solutions.
It should be remarked that if (D − 2)/(2 + κDb) > 0, the f(R) theory (19) admits a
solution R = 0. Such a solution clearly does not exist in the original gravity/scalar theory.
Example 2: The second example is a scalar potential involving two specific exponential
terms
V = −(D − 1)
(
(D − 3)g21e2αφ + g22e−2(D−3)αφ
)
= −(D − 1)
(
(D − 3)g21e−
√
2
(D−1)(D−2) φ + g22e
√
2 (D−3)√
(D−1)(D−2)
φ
)
. (23)
One reason for us to consider this scalar potential is that as we shall see in the next section,
it can be embedded in various gauged supergravities. This scalar potential can be expressed
in terms of a superpotential W , namely [13]
V =
(dW
dφ
)2 − D − 1
2(D − 2)W
2 ,
W =
1√
2
(
g21g
−1
2 (D − 3)e
− D−1√
2(D−1)(D−2)
φ
+ (D − 1)g2e
D−3√
2(D−1)(D−2)
φ
)
. (24)
Under the conformal transformation (11), the Lagrangian becomes
e−1L = ϕ
(
R+ (D − 1)(D − 3)g21
)
+ (D − 1)g22ϕ3 . (25)
Note that if we simply set g2 = 0, the theory cannot be converted to the f(R) formalism.
In general, it follows from (16), we have
F =
√
−R− (D − 1)(D − 3)g21√
3(D − 1)g22
. (26)
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The corresponding f(R) is given by
f = 23F (R)
(
R+ (D − 1)(D − 3)g21
)
. (27)
Thus we have obtained the f(R) theory from the gravity/scalar system (23). In the limit
of g2 → 0, we reproduce the Lagrangian (25) up to an overall scaling factor 2/3.
Although the f(R) theory (27) with (26) is obtained from the gravity/scalar system
(10) with the potential (23), the two theories should not be considered as equivalent, even
at the classical level. It follows from (26) and (27) that we have f(R0) = 0 = F (R0), where
R0 = −(D−1)(D−3)g21 . Thus any metrics with R = R0 is a solution. Such a solution does
not exist in the original gravity/scalar system, demonstrating that the two theories are not
equivalent.
As we shall discuss in section 6, it turns out that the f(R) theory (27) admits the
following Killing spinor equations
Dµǫ+
1
2gFΓµǫ = 0 , Γ
µ∂µFǫ− 12(D − 3)(F 2 − 1)ǫ = 0 , (28)
where we have set g1 = g = g2. Following the technique of [10], we find the following “BPS”
domain-wall solution
ds2 = dr2 +
(
cosh(12(D − 3)g r)
) 4
D−3
dxµdxµ , F = tanh
(
1
2(D − 3)g |r|
)
. (29)
This solution describes an AdS worm-brane, connecting two AdS Minkowski boundaries at
r = ±∞ without a horizon in between. Note the absolute-value sign on r is imposed in F
to ensure the solution is ghost free. It follows that a matter delta-function source at r = 0
is necessary to sustain this worm-brane. In the original gravity/scalar system, this AdS
worm-brane would become a singular domain wall with a power-law curvature singularity
at r = 0. Thus, although the local solutions are related by the conformal transformation,
the globally-defined worm-brane with r running from −∞ to +∞ does not exist in the
original gravity/scalar theory.
3 f(R) theories of (gauged) Kaluza-Klein gravities
In the previous section, we present the formalism and examples of converting a system of
gravity coupled with a single scalar to f(R) theories. The necessary conformal scaling (11)
is universal, independent of the scalar potential, and the constants (α, β) are remarkably the
same as those associated with the scaling factors in the Kuluza-Klein circle reduction [22]. It
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is thus of interest to investigate the connection between the f(R) frame and the dimensional
reduction. Also we would like to investigate whether we can convert some supergravity
theories involving form fields into the f(R) formalism. We shall study both questions by
examining the Kaluza-Klein theory that is S1 reduction of pure Einstein gravity. Starting
from Einstein gravity in (D + 1) dimensions
eˆ−1LD+1 = Rˆ , (30)
we perform the circle reduction with the metric ansatz [22]
dsˆ2D+1 = e
2αφds2Ein + e
2βφ(dz +A(1))2 , (31)
where α and β are given by (12). The metric ds2Ein in lower dimensions is in the Einstein
frame. The resulting D-dimensional Lagrangian is
e−1L = R− 12(∂φ)2 − 14e−2(D−1)αφF2(2) . (32)
where F(2) = dA(1). What we like to draw attention here is that the conformal transforma-
tion (11) implies that
dsˆ2D+1 = e
2(1−κ)αφds2D + e
2βφ(dz +A(1))2 . (33)
For κ = +1, we have
dsˆ2D+1 = dsˆ
2
D + ϕ
2(dz +A(1))2 . (34)
Thus the metric in D dimensions is in the same frame as that in (D+1) dimensions, without
any conformal scaling. For κ = −1, The reduction ansatz becomes
ds2D+1 = ϕ
4
D−2ds2D + ϕ
−2(dz +A(1))2 , (35)
This does not appear to have a particular interesting physical interpretation, and hence we
shall focus our attention primarily on κ = +1. Thus if a D-dimensional theory has an origin
in (D + 1) dimensions, we may define the “f(R) frame” simply as the (D + 1)-dimensional
frame.
3.1 f(R) Kaluza-Klein gravity
With the reduction ansatz (34), the Lagrangian of Kaluza-Klein gravity in D dimensions
in the f(R)-frame is
e−1LD = ϕR − 14ϕ3F2(2) . (36)
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Thus we see that the breathing mode ϕ is an auxiliary scalar field. In appendix A, we
present the Kaluza-Klein reduction with the metric ansatz (34). We show that when a
generic higher-order curvature term is included in (D + 1) dimensions, the scalar ϕ ceases
to be auxiliary. However, it remains an auxiliary field for the circle reduction of Gauss-
Bonnet gravity.
In the procedure of converting the Kaluza-Klein theory (36) to an f(R) theory, we can
treat F2(2) as if it is a constant. The Lagrangian is then analogous to the first example
discussed in section 2.3. It follows from the discussion there that F (R) = 2
√
R/(3F2(2)).
Thus the f(R) theory of the Kaluza-Klein gravity (32) is given by
e−1LD = f(R) = 4
3
√
R3
3F2(2)
. (37)
To demonstrate that this derivation with F2(2) being treated as a constant is legitimate, we
give the two equations of motion associated with δAµ and δgµν :
∇µ(F 3Fµν) = 0 ,
FRµν − 12fgµν + (gµν−∇µ∇ν)F − 12F 3 (F2(2))µν = 0 . (38)
It is easy to verify that these equations of motion are the same as the ones derive from (36),
and hence they are also equivalent to those from (32), up to the conformal scaling which
may be singular. Note that in this paper, we use notation f and F exclusively for f(R) and
F (R). The notation F should not be confused with form fields which either carry explicit
indices or the subscript indicating the rank of the form.
It is worth remarking that to be pedantic the proper f expression should be f =
4/3R
√
R/(3F2(2)). Since
√
R2 = ±R depending on the sign of R, there may be an overall
minus sign in the Lagrangian (37). In this paper, we shall not be always precise regarding
this overall sign of the Lagrangian, unless the issue of the ghost-free condition is discussed.
If the (D+1)-dimensional Einstein gravity is coupled to a cosmological constant, namely
eˆ−1LD+1 = Rˆ− Λ0 , (39)
The reduced theory becomes
e−1LD = ϕ(R − Λ0)− 14ϕ3F2(2) . (40)
The corresponding f(R) is given by
f(R) =
4
3
√
−(Λ0 −R)
3
F2(2)
. (41)
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The form of the equations of motion is identical to (38).
A natural question to ask is what happens when F(2) vanishes. In this case, the regularity
of the action requires that R = Λ0. It is clear that there is no unique way how the two
quantities F(2) and (R−Λ0) vanish. There should a scalar field describing the ratio of these
two quantities when they approaches zero. Considering the identity
f(R) = 23F (R) (R − Λ0) , (42)
for any F(2), it is clear that F = ϕ is the scalar field, and hence we recover (40) with
F(2) = 0. In this case, the constraint R = Λ0 is the equation of motion for the ϕ field.
Finally, let us consider (D + 1)-dimensional Einstein gravity coupled to an n-form field
strength
eˆ−1LD+1 = Rˆ− 12n! Fˆ 2(n) . (43)
It is straightforward to see that the Kaluza-Klein theory in the f(R) frame is given by
e−1L = ϕ(R− 12n!F 2(n))− 12 (n−1)!ϕ−1F 2(n−1) − 14ϕ3F2(2) ,
F(n) = dA(n−1) − dA(n−2) ∧A(1) , F(n−1) = dA(n−2) , F(2) = dA(1) . (44)
Applying this result to M-theory, it can be easily deduced that the f(R) frame for ten-
dimensional supergravities is the same as that of the M-theory, D2-branes or NS-NS 5-
branes.
3.2 f(R) gauged KK gravity and charged wormholes
It was demonstrated that the Kaluza-Klein theory in any dimensions can be pseudo-
supersymmetrized by the inclusion of a pseudo-gravitino and dilatino. The full Lagrangian
is invariant under the pseudo-supersymmetric transformation rules up to the quadratic
fermion order [15]. Furthermore, the pseudo-supergravity can be gauged and the fermions
are all charged under the Kaluza-Klein vector. The gauging generates a scalar potential
(23). The full bosonic Lagrangian is given by [13, 15]
e−1L = R− 12(∂φ)2 − 14e−2(D−1)αφF2(2) − (D − 1)g2
(
(D − 3)e2αφ + e−2(D−3)αφ
)
, (45)
where α is given in (12). Note that the scalar potential was discussed as the second example
in section 2.3. This theory can be embedded in gauged supergravities in D = 4, 5 and 7 [13].
(See also, for example, [23].) In the case of D = 6, it may also be possible to embed the
theory in the F (4) gauged supergravity [24] coupled to a vector multiplet [25, 26]. Under
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the conformal scaling with κ = +1, we have
e−1L = ϕ
(
R+ (D − 1)(D − 3)g2
)
+ ϕ3
(
− 14F2(2) + g2(D − 1)
)
, (46)
The corresponding f(R) is given by
f(R) =
4
3
√
3
√√√√√(−R− (D − 1)(D − 3)g2)3
4(D − 1)g2 −F2(2)
. (47)
Again, the form of the equations of motion is identical to (38).
In fact the Lagrangian (45) can be generalized to include another vector and a tensor
as well, giving
e−1L = R− 12(∂φ)2 − 112e−4αφF 2(3) − 14e2(D−3)αφF 2(2) − 14e−2(D−1)αφF2(2)
+(D − 1)g2
(
(D − 3)e−
√
2
(D−1)(D−2) φ + e
√
2 (D−3)√
(D−1)(D−2)
φ
)
, (48)
where F(3) = dA(2) − A(1) ∧ dA(1), F(2) = dA(1) and F(2) = dA(1). If we set g = 0, the
theory is the S1 reduction of Einstein gravity coupled to a 3-form field strength in (D + 1)
dimensions, whose corresponding f(R) theory was given in (44) with n = 3. One reason
that we are interested in this theory is that it admits multi-charge AdS black hole solutions,
as we shall demonstrate in appendix B. Furthermore, as we shall discuss in section 6, this
Lagrangian can also be embedded in both D = 4 and D = 5 gauged supergravities. In the
f(R) frame, the theory is given by
e−1L = ϕ
(
R+ (D − 1)(D − 3)g2 − 112F 2(3)
)
+ ϕ3
(
− 14F2(2) + g2(D − 1)
)
− 14ϕ−1F 2(2) . (49)
The variation of ϕ gives rise to a quadratic equation of motion for ϕ2, and hence the
f(R) theory can be obtained straightforwardly. The expression is clumsy and we shall not
present it here. If we set F(2) = 0, the f(R) takes the similar form as (47) with the F
2
(3)
term appropriately inserted. If instead F(2) is such that F2(2) = 4g2(D − 1), we have
f(R) = F
(
R+ (D − 1)(D − 3)g2 − 112F 2(3)
)
,
F =
√√√√− F 2(2)
4
(
R+ (D − 1)(D − 2)g2 − 112F 2(3)
) . (50)
As we have mentioned, in appendix B, we shall give a general class of non-extremal
static multi-charged black hole solutions for the system (49). The non-extremal parameter
can be turned off while keeping the charge parameters fixed. The resulting solution is given
by
ds2D = −H−
D−3
D−2H−
D−1
D−2 hdt2 +H 1D−2H D−1(D−2)(D−3)
(dr2
h
+ r2dΩ2D−2
)
,
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F(2) = dt ∧ dH−1 , F(2) =
√
D − 1
D − 3 dt ∧ dH
−1 ,
h = 1 + g2r2HH D−1D−3 , eφ =
(H
H
)√ D−1
2(D−2)
,
H = 1 + q˜
rD−3
, H = 1 +
q
rD−3
. (51)
In the f(R) frame, the metric becomes much simpler:
ds2D = −(HH)−1hdt2 +H
2
D−3 (h−1dr2 + r2dΩ2D−2) . (52)
The solution has a naked curvature power-law singularity in both frames. This is because
r = 0 is not a horizon, but instead the metric has the form ds2 ∼ r2(D−4)dr2−dt2+dΩ2D−2,
and hence the natural radial coordinate is ρ = rD−3. When ρ becomes negative such that
either H or H vanishes, the metric has a power-law curvature singularity. As we shall
discussed in section 6, in D = 4, 5, the theory is part of gauged supergravities and these
solutions are BPS and called “superstars.”
Now if instead we set q˜ = 0, the metric in the f(R) frame (52) near r = 0 behaves like
ds2 ∼ rD−5dr2 − dt2 + dΩ2D−2 and thus the natural coordinate should be ρ = r(D−3)/2. In
terms of the ρ coordinate the solution is given by
ds2D = −
h
ρ2 + q2
dt2 + (ρ2 + q2)
2
D−3
( 4dρ2
(D − 3)2h + dΩ
2
D−2
)
,
A(1) =
√
D − 1
D − 3
q
ρ2 + q
dt , h = ρ2 + g2(ρ2 + q)
D−1
D−3 , ϕ ≡ F = |ρ|
ρ2 + q2
, (53)
It is clear that this solution describes a wormhole with the radial coordinate ρ running from
−∞ to +∞, connecting two Rt × SD−2 boundaries. The positivity condition for ϕ ≡ F
require that an absolute-value sign be added on ρ in its expression, and hence the Einstein
equations of motion (2) requires that a delta-function matter source be needed to support
this wormhole. Note that the level surfaces for this wormhole are Rt × SD−2, unlike the
worm-brane discussed earlier. If we convert this solution to that of the original (48) theory,
then it has a power-law curvature singularity at ρ = 0. Thus the charged wormhole of our
f(R) theory with r ∈ (−∞,+∞) does not exist in the original theory (48).
4 f(R) supergravities in D = 10: the bosonic sector
Having addressed the preliminaries in sections 2 and 3, we now turn our attention to con-
verting supergravities to the f(R) formalism. Eleven-dimensional supergravity [27] can be
argued as the most fundamental one; however, since there is no scalar mode in presence,
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there can be no f(R) formalism. In this section, we consider f(R) supergravities in ten
dimensions. We shall focus our attention only on the bosonic sector. The discussion of
fermions will be given in section 5.
4.1 N = 1, D = 10 f(R) supergravity
The simplest supergravity in D = 10 has N = 1 supersymmetry [28]. The field content for
the bosonic sector consists of the metric, a dilaton φ and a 2-form antisymmetric tensor
field Aµν . The bosonic Lagrangian is given by
e−1L10 = R− 12(∂φ)2 − 112e−φF 2(3) , (54)
Making a conformal transformation (11) with κ = +1, we have the theory in the f(R) frame
e−1L10 = ϕR − 112ϕ−1F 2(3) , (55)
and hence the corresponding f(R) theory is
e−1L10 = f(R) =
√
−13RF 2(3) . (56)
The equations of motion are given by
FRµν − 12fgµν + (gµν−∇µ∇ν)F − 14F−1 (F 2(3))µν = 0 ,
∇µ(F−1Fµνρ) = 0 . (57)
Note that we have an identity f = 2F R. This implies that in the limit of F 2(3) goes to zero,
the quantity F should be viewed as a scalar quantity that is held fixed, leading to (55) with
the vanishing 3-form. The Hodge dual of F(3) is a 7-form F(7). The dual description of (55)
is given by
e−1L10 = ϕ(R− 110080F 2(7)) . (58)
This implies that the f(R) frame is in fact that of NS-NS 5-branes.
Ten-dimensional N = 1 supergravity can be viewed as part of the lower-energy effective
theory of string. The dilaton φ plays the role as the string loop expansion field. The string
coupling constant is gs =<e
φ>. Since ϕ = e
4
3
φ, it follows that we have
<ϕ>= g4/3s . (59)
An important feature in the theory (55) is that the scalar ϕ is no longer a dynamical
field of an independent degree of freedom, but instead it is given algebraically by ϕ =
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√
−F 2(3)/(12R). As we mentioned in section 2, the relation between the f(R) theory (56)
and the Brans-Dicke like theory (55) is analogous to that of the Nambu-Goto and Polyakov
actions. The description of (56) is of the non-perturbative nature with the scalar associated
with the loop expansions absorbed as part of f(R). Whilst the two theories (56) and (55)
are classically equivalent, they are not equivalent to the original supergravity (54) since the
conformal scaling can be singular.
It should be remarked that it is perhaps a misnomer to continually call (56) as an
f(R) theory, since it also contains matter field F(3) = dA(2), which is not a constant, but
a dynamical field. Nevertheless, we shall continue use the terminology f(R) owing to the
lack of any elegant alternative. Note that in our f(R) supergravities, the matter field F(3)
couples to gravity through the scalar curvature rather than only via the metric, which was
typically considered in the literature.
Having obtained the f(R) theory of (54), we investigate the corresponding electric string
and magnetic 5-brane solutions. Such p-brane solitons were extensively studied in super-
gravities. (See e.g. [29].) In addition to reviewing these solutions in the f(R) frame, we
shall also consider new p-brane solutions that would be discarded in the usual supergravity
discussions.
Eletric String: Our f(R) theory admits the following electric string solution
ds2 = H−
2
3 (−dt2 + dx2) +H 13 dyidyi ,
F(3) = dt ∧ dx ∧ dH−1 , ∂i∂iH = 0 . (60)
The metric of this solution is simply a certain conformal scaling of the NS-NS string solution.
The isotropic one is given by
dyidyi = dr2 + r2dΩ27 , H = 1 + q/r
6 , (61)
Thus we have
F 2(3) = 6H
−3H ′2 =
63q2 r4
(r6 + q)3
F = H−
1
3 . (62)
In f(R) supergravity, the solution is regular from the horizon r = 0, which is AdS(3) × S7
to the asymptotic r =∞ flat spacetime. From the second equation (57), we can define the
conserved electric string charge
Q1 =
∫
r→∞
F−1∗F(3) = 7qω7 , (63)
where ω7 is the volume of the unit S
7. In this paper, we denote ωn and Ω(n) as the volume
and the volume form of the unit Sn respectively. The “1” in the harmonic function can be
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dropped, giving rise to the AdS3 × S7 solution
ds2 = ℓ2
(dr2
r2
+ ℓ−6r4(−dt2 + dx2) + dΩ2(3)
)
, F(3) = 6ℓ
−6r5dt ∧ dx ∧ dr . (64)
It should be pointed out that this solution cannot be obtained by the decoupling limit
that is typically considered in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. If we scale
r → ǫ r and xµ → ǫ3xµ, and then send ǫ to zero, we find that although the metric becomes
AdS3 × S7, the quantity F(3) blows up. This is related to the fact that quantities f(R) and
F 2(3), F (R) in (64) are all divergent in the AdS boundary. However, this does not affect
the earlier statement that the string solution interpolates smoothly between the AdS3×S7
horizon and the asymptotic flat spacetime.
In the F(7) dual description, where F(7) is magnetic, the metric of the solution is identical,
but with F(7) = 6qΩ7. In this case, the AdS(3) × S7 can be obtained from the decoupling
limit, with both F 2(7) and f(R) finite, if one overlooks the divergence of F (R) in this limit.
If we trace back to D = 11, the string solution becomes the usual M2-brane, and the
AdS3 × S7 becomes AdS4 × S7. Since half of the Killing spinors in AdS4 × S7 depend
on the world-volume coordinate [30], it follows that the AdS3 × S7 preserves half of the
supersymmetry, with no supersymmtry enhancement. Further discussion of supersymmetry
will be given in section 5.
Magnetic 5-brane: There are two types of magnetic 5-brane solutions. The first type is
given by
ds210 = H
− 1
3 dxµdxµ +H
2
3 (dr2 + r2dΩ2(3)) ,
F(3) = 2qΩ(3) , H = 1 +
q
r2
. (65)
The solution carries the magnetic charge
Q5 =
∫
F(3) = 4Qπ
2 . (66)
This solution is effective the usual NS-NS 5-brane written in the new frame of the f(R)
theory. Since F(3) is constantly proportional to Ω(3), the isometry of S
3 is preserved. The
solution however suffers a curvature power-law singularity at r = 0. Since the function H
is a harmonic function in the transverse space, the solution can be generalized to a solution
describing multi-center 5-branes. We can lift the solution back to D = 11 and obtain
the smeared M5-brane. Such p-brane solutions and their behavior in different frames were
discussed extensively in [29].
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The theory in fact admits the second type of magnetic 5-brane solutions that were not
considered previously:
ds210 = H
− 1
3dxµdxµ +H
2
3 (dr2 + r2dΩ23) , dΩ
2
3 = dθ
2 + sin2 θdΩ22
F(3) = 3q cos θ sin
2 θ dθ ∧ Ω(2) , H = 1 + q
r3
, (67)
In contrast to the previous 5-brane solution, the metric in this solution is smooth running
from AdS7 × S3 at the r = 0 horizon to the asymptotic flat spacetime at r =∞. It should
be mentioned that in this solution F(3) is not constant proportional to Ω(3), the volume form
of the S3, and the function H is not the harmonic function in the transverse space. Thus,
the solution does not generalize to the multi-center harmonic solutions.
Unlike the previous string solution, there is a decoupling limit for which the “1” in the
function H can be dropped. This can be done first by scaling r→ ǫ r and xµ → √ǫ xµ and
then sending ǫ to zero. The resulting AdS7 × S3 solution is given by
ds2 = ℓ2
(dr2
r2
+ r dxµdxµ + dΩ
2
(3)
)
, F(3) = 3ℓ
3 cos θ sin2 θdθ ∧ Ω(2) , (68)
Note also that the solution has the following properties
F(3) = 3q cos θΩ(3) , F (R) = (r
3 + q)
1
3 cos θ . (69)
The fact that F(3) is not constantly proportional to the S
3 volume form implies that not
all the S3 isometry is preserved; only the SO(3) of S2 is preserved. Also F (R) vanishes at
θ = π/2. Thus the solution would have a naked power-law curvature singularity at θ = π/2
if it were to be converted to that of the usual N = 1, D = 10 supergravity. From the point
of view of the N = 1, D = 10 supergravity, the coordinate θ can only run from 0 to π/2
and hence the 5-brane charge is given by Q5 =
∫
F(3) = 4πq.
However, from the point of view in the f(R) theory, the geodesic completeness of the
metric requires that the coordinate θ extend to include the region [π/2, π] as well. This then
implies that that Q5 = 4πq − 4πq = 0. Furthermore, the function F (R) becomes negative
in θ ∈ (π/2, π]. Such a problem can be averted by introducing a source such that
F(3) = 3q| cos θ|Ω(3) , F (R) = (r3 + q)
1
3 | cos θ| . (70)
Having done that, the equation for the form field in (57) is still exactly satisfied; however,
the Einstein equations produce a delta-function source at the equator θ = π/2. Such a
source on the equator is not uncommon in supergravity solutions. The embedding of the
AdS6 × S4 of the the localized D4/D8-brane [31] in massive type IIA supergravity has a
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more serious power-law singularity at the equator of the S4. (See section 4.4.) With this
set up, the magnetic charge is doubled, namely
Q5 =
∫
F(3) = 8πq . (71)
Thus we see that not only the global structures of the metrics in f(R) and original super-
gravities are different. The magnetic charges are different too and hence there is no reason
to claim that these two solutions are equivalent even though they are related locally by the
conformal scaling. Note that in the dual F(7) description, the 5-brane carries the electric
flux with F(7) = d
6x ∧ dH−1.
If we trace back the local solution to D = 11, it becomes the usual M5-brane with the
metric
ds211 = ds
2
10 + F
2dψ2 = H−
1
3dxµdxµ +H
2
3 (dr2 + r2dΩ23 + r
2 cos2 θ dψ2) , (72)
where ψ, with period 2π, is the internal coordinate. Since F appears in D = 11 only as
F 2, the absolute-value sign on F drops. From the eleven-dimensional point of view, the
latitude angle θ clearly runs from 0 to π/2. In the f(R) theory, however, we must extend
the θ range to [0, π] by introducing a δ-function source. Thus, even if the local solution of
the 5-brane is the same as that from D = 11, it describes a different physical state from
the M5-brane. Thus spectrum of the f(R) theory contains states that may not apparently
exist in the narrow picture of M-theory.
Finally we would like to mention that if we take κ = −1 for the conformal scaling (11),
the Lagrangian becomes
e−1L10 = ϕR − 12ϕ2F 2(3) . (73)
The corresponding f(R) becomes
f(R) =
3R2
F 2(3)
. (74)
Interestingly, as we shall see later, the f(R) theory associated with the R-R 3-form field
strength in type IIB supergravity takes this form.
4.2 f(R) heterotic supergravity
N = 1, D = 10 supergravities with additional E8 × E8 or SO(32) Yang-Mills fields are
the low-energy effective theory of the corresponding heterotic string theories. The bosonic
Lagrangian for heterotic supergravity is given by
e−1L10 = R− 12(∂φ)2 − 112e−φF 2(3) − 14e−
1
2
φ(F I(2))
2 , (75)
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where F I(2) are the field strengths for the Yang-Mills fields. The 3-form field strength satisfies
the Bianchi identity
dF(3) =
1
2F
I
(2) ∧ F I(2) . (76)
The conformal transformation (11) with κ = +1 leaves the Yang-Mills fields decoupled from
the scalar, namely
e−1L10 = ϕR − 12ϕ−1F 2(3) − 14(F I(2))2 , (77)
It follows that the bosonic Lagrangian of the f(R) heterotic supergravity is given by
e−1L10 =
√
−13RF 2(3) − 14(F I(2))2 . (78)
4.3 (Massive) type IIA f(R) supergravity
Type IIA supergravity [32] is the low-energy effective theory for the type IIA string. In
addition to the NS-NS fields that are also present inN = 1, D = 10 supergravity, the bosonic
sector includes the R-R vector A(1) and tensor A(3) as well. The bosonic Lagrangian is
e−1L10 = R− 12 (∂φ)2 − 12e−φF 2(3) − 148e
1
2
φF 2(4) − 14e
3
2
φF2(2) + e−1LFFA . (79)
where
F(2) = dA(1) , F(3) = dA(2) , F(4) = dA(3) +A(1) ∧ F(2) . (80)
Choosing the κ = +1 conformal scaling, we have
e−1L10 = ϕ(R − 148F 2(4))− 14ϕ3F 2(2) − 112ϕ−1F 2(3) . (81)
Thus we see that the f(R) frame is the same as that of the D2-branes. In order to find
f(R), we can first find F (R), which satisfies the following polynomial
36F 2(2)F
4 + (F 2(4) − 48R)F 2 − 4F 2(3) = 0 , (82)
The f(R) is thus given by
f = 1432(2F
2
(4) +X − 96R)
√
X − F 2(4) + 48R
2F 2(2)
,
X2 = 576F 2(2)F
2
(3) + (F
2
(4) − 48R)2 . (83)
In general, it is smooth to take various field strength to zero. This can be seen from (82).
A special case arises when we consider F(3) = 0 = F(2), leaving only the F(4) non-vanishing.
In this case, the (81) implies that
e−1L10 = ϕ(R − 148F 2(4)) , (84)
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which corresponding to the singular case discussed in section 2. From the point of view of
(83), it is a singular limit by letting F(3) and F(2) vanish simultaneously, and the regularity
requires us to introduce a scalar proportional to F in order to keep the theory regular,
leading to (84).
The harmonic electric D2-brane can also be easily constructed. We shall present only
the isotropic solution
ds210 = H
− 2
3 dxµdxµ +H
1
3 (dr2 + r2dΩ26) ,
ϕ = H
1
6 , F(4) = d
3x ∧ dH−1 , H = 1 + q
r5
. (85)
It is clear that the solution suffers from a power-law curvature singularity at r = 0, as in
the case in the original Einstein frame.
There exists an alternative non-harmonic D2-brane
ds210 = H
− 2
3 dxµdxµ +H
1
3 (dr2 + r2dΩ26) ,
ϕ = (r6 + q)
1
6 | cos θ| , F(4) = d3x ∧ dH−1 , H = 1 + q
r6
,
dΩ26 = dθ
2 + sin2 θdΩ25 (86)
The electric charge is given by
Q2 =
∫
r→∞
ϕF(4) =
6ω7
π
q . (87)
The discussion of the properties of this solution is analogous to that of the string solution
in the previous subsection, and hence we shall not elaborate further.
The Lagrangian admits a magnetic D4-brane solution, given by
ds210 = H
− 1
3 dxµdxµ +H
2
3 (dr2 + r2dΩ24) ,
ϕ = H−
1
6 , F(4) = 3qΩ(4) , H = 1 +
q
r3
. (88)
where Ω(4) is the volume form for the unit S
4. Thus the solution interpolates between
AdS6 × S4 at the horizon r = 0 to the asymptotic flat spacetime at r = ∞. The quantity
F 2(4) is clearly finite in this region. Furthermore, the scalar ϕ is also finite, running from
zero 0 to 1. From the point of view of f(R) theory, the ϕ is simply F and hence the whole
solution should be viewed as regular. This interpretation is very different from the D4-
brane in the usual type IIA supergravity. Note that here H is the harmonic function in the
transverse space, and hence solution can be generalized to describe multi-center D4-branes.
The AdS6 × S4 solution can be obtained by dropping the “1” in the function H, namely
ds210 = ℓ
2
(dr2
r2
+ ℓ−3rdxµdxµ + dΩ
2
(4)
)
,
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F(4) = 3ℓ
3Ω(4) , F =
√
r
ℓ
(89)
Note that the proper coordinate for the AdS space is r = ℓρ2. It follows that r will not go
negative. In terms of the coordinate ρ, the D4-brane metric can be viewed as a symmetric
worm-3brane separated by a bulk horizon. The positiveness of ϕ requires that ϕ ≡ F = |ρ|
and hence the solution requires a delta function source. This is analogous to the type IIB
instanton solution [34], which is a wormhole in the string frame. The Einstein equations
of motion however involves H where H is the harmonic function on ten-dimensional
Euclidean space. Thus a matter source is also needed.
Lifting the D4-brane to D = 11 gives rise to the standard isotropic M5-brane, in which
case the solution is totally regular and there is no need for any source. This is because only
r = ρ2 appears in the metric and hence the sign choice of ρ is irrelevant. For this reason one
can identify the inside with the outside of the M5-brane [33]. The different interpretation
suggests that the f(R) type IIA supergravity contains states that are outside the physical
spectrum in M-theory.
The NS-NS string and 5-brane were already presented in the previous subsectoin. D0-
brane and D6-brane solutions are given by
D0 : ds2 = −H−1dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ28 ,
F(2) = dt ∧ dH−1 , H = 1 + q
r7
,
D6 : ds2 = dxµdxµ +H(dr
2 + r2dΩ2(2)) ,
F(2) = qΩ(2) , H = 1 + q
r
. (90)
Both solutions are singular at r = 0.
Massive type IIA supergravity in ten dimensions were constructed in [17]. After the
conformal scaling (11), the bosonic Lagrangian is given by
e−1L10 = ϕ(R − 148F 2(4))− 112ϕ−1F 2(4) − 14ϕ3F2(2) − 12m2ϕ5 + e−1LFFA , (91)
where
F(2) = dA(1) +mA(2) , F(3) = dA(2) ,
F(4) = dA(3) +A(1) ∧ dA(2) + 12A(2) ∧A(2) ,
LFFA = Σ(10) , with dΣ(10) = −12F(4) ∧ F(4) ∧ F(3) . (92)
The essence of this theory is that the NS-NS 2-form eats the R-R vector fields and becomes
massive. The ϕ ≡ F (R) function satisfies the following polynomial equation
5
2m
2F 6 + 34F2(2)F 4 + ( 148F 2(4) −R)F 2 + 112F 2(3) = 0 . (93)
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Whilst the analytic form for F exists in this case, it is not instructive to give explicitly
here. One extra ingredient in massive type IIA theory is the exponential scalar potential
associated with the D8-brane, where m is the 8-brane change. The corresponding f(R)
description is
f(R) =
4
5
( 2
5m2
) 1
4
R
5
4 , F (R) =
( 2
5m2
) 1
4
R
1
4 . (94)
Note that we have also presented the F (R) here. Thus for this f(R) theory, any metric
with vanishing Ricci scalar R is a solution, since f(0) = 0 = F (0). Since the equations of
motion is reduced to a scalar-like equation R = 0, there is no propagating spin-2 degrees
of freedom in this background. (See e.g. [10].) This solution does not exist in the original
massive type IIA supergravity and it cannot be lifted to D = 11 either.
4.4 Type IIB f(R) supergravity
Type IIB supergravity was constructed in [35] at the level of equations of motion since
there can be no Lagrangian formalism for the self-dual 5-form field strength. It is nev-
ertheless possible to write a Lagrangian with a non-self-dual 5-form and then impose the
self-duality by hand after deriving the equations of motion from the Lagrangian [36]. After
the conformal scaling (11), the bosonic Lagrangian of the type IIB supergravity becomes
e−1L = ϕR− 112ϕ−1(FNS(3) )2 − 12ϕ4(∂χ)2 − 112ϕ2(FRR(3) )2 − 1240F 2(5) + e−1LFFA , (95)
where
FNS(3) = dA
NS
(2) , F
RR
(3) = dA
RR
(2) − χdANS(2) ,
dF(5) = F
NS
(3) ∧ FRR(3) , LFFA = 12A(4) ∧ dANS(2) ∧ dARR(2) . (96)
Here we adopt the notation of [37]. The self-duality condition for the 5-form should be
imposed at the level of equations of motion [36]. Unfortunately, there can be no analytical
f(R) description of type IIB supergravity since the function F satisfies an equation of the
quintic-order polynomials. The f(R) theory for the NS-NS 3-form was given earlier. The
one for each individual R-R fields will be given in the next subsection. Here we shall draw
attention to the fact that the f(R) theory for the R-R 3-form is identical to that in (74),
which has an origin from D = 11 as the κ = −1 reduction.
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4.5 Further discussions on the R-R sector
The D(p−1)-branes in supergravities are brane solutions supported by the R-R p-form field
strength. In general, the relevant bosonic Lagrangian, under the conformal scaling (11), is
e−1L = ϕR− 1
2 p!
ϕ5−pF 2p . (97)
The associated f(R) is
f(R) =
( 2 p!
5− p
) 1
4−p p− 4
p− 5 R
( R
F 2p
) 1
4−p
, with f =
p− 4
p− 5 RF . (98)
Thus the f(R) description appears to break down for p = 4 and 5, corresponding to D4,
D6 and D5 branes. However, this only implies that when we take a limit to p = 4 and 5
cases from the full general f(R) theory, a proper care should be taken. Let us consider the
D4-D8 system as an example, which involves both the F(4) and the scalar potential in the
massive type IIA supergravity. The relevant Lagrangian is
e−1L = ϕ(R − 148F 2(4))− 12m2ϕ5 . (99)
The f(R) theory is given by
f(R) = 45F (R) (R − 148F 2(4)) , F =
(
2
5m2
(R− 148F 2(4))
) 1
4
. (100)
The second equation above implies that there is a smooth limit with m → 0 that recovers
(99) modulo an overall factor 45 .
It was shown that [38, 39] AdS6 arises in the localized D4/D8-brane system [31], and
the gauged AdS6 supergravity [24] can be obtained from spherical reduction from massive
type IIA supergravity [39]. The relevant f(R) theory for the D4/D8 system is given by
above. The AdS6 embedding embedding [38, 39] in the f(R) theory becomes
ds210 = (cos θ)
2
9 (ds2AdS6 + 2dθ
2 + 2 sin2 θdΩ23) ,
F(4) =
5
√
2
6 (cos θ)
1
3 sin3 θ dθ ∧ Ω(3) , F = (cos θ)−
5
9 . (101)
Thus the solution has a power-law curvature singularity at the equator θ = π/2 of the S4.
The solution becomes regular in the D4-brane frame [40]. In the D4-brane, the Lagrangian
for massive type IIA supergravity has the form
e−1L = ϕ˜(R− 2(∂ log ϕ˜)2 − 11440F 2(6)) + more . (102)
The metric of the D4/D8 solution is then simply the AdS6 × S4 without the pre-factor in
(101) and furthermore, ϕ˜ = (sin θ)1/3. Thus it is necessary that θ runs from 0 to π with the
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(cos θ)1/3 factor in both F(4) and ϕ˜ added an absolute-value sign, namely |(cos θ)1/3|. This
requires a delta-function source on the equator. This is very analogous to the new solutions
of ten-dimensional f(R) supergravities we have obtained.
Before we end this section we would like to remark that in all supergravities in ten
dimensions, the algebraic equation associated with the dilaton ϕ in the f(R) frame are
polynomials of integer power. This property is not universal. In section 8, we present an
example of N = 1, D = 7 gauged supergravity, and the resulting polynomial is of irrational
powers. This suggests that ten-dimensional supergravities are special from the point of view
of the f(R) formalism. Indeed ten-dimensional supergravities play two roles in string and
M-theory. One is that they are the low-energy effective theories of string; the other is that
they are related to M-theory through the dimensional compactification.
5 f(R) supergravities: the fermionic sector
In the previous section, we demonstrate that the bosonic sectors of supergravities in ten
dimensions can be converted to f(R) theories coupled to the form fields. In this section, we
shall consider the fermion fields and show that such a conversion extended to the fermionic
sector, at least up to the quadratic order in fermions. The key point is that the dilaton in
the f(R) frame remains auxiliary even when the fermionic sector is included.
5.1 A general discussion
All the supergravity theories considered in the previous section contain a dilaton that is
part of the supergravity multiplet. The truncated Lagrangian involving the metric, dilaton,
gravitino and dilatino takes the universal form
e−1LD = R− 12(∂φ)2 + 12 ψ¯µΓµνρDνψρ + 12 λ¯ΓµDµλ+ i2√2β λ¯ΓµΓνψµ∂νφ , (103)
where β = ±1 depending on the fermion convention presented in Table 1 below. (This β has
nothing to do with the constant defined in (12).) The relevant parts of the supersymmetric
transformation rules are given by
δψµ = Dµǫ , δλ =
i
√
β
2
√
2
Γµ∂µφǫ ,
δeaµ =
1
4 ψ¯µΓ
aǫ , δφ = i
2
√
2β
ǫ¯λ . (104)
It should be pointed out that the Lagrangian (103) is already invariant under the super-
symmetric transformation rules up to the quadratic order in fermions, and hence the theory
can be viewed as pseudo-supergravity discussed in [14, 15].
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We first make the following conformal transformation and field redefinition,
eaµ = ϕ
1
D−2 e˜aµ , ψµ = ϕ
1
2(D−2)
(
ψ˜µ − i√
(D−1)(D−2)β
Γµλ˜
)
,
λ = ϕ
− 1
2(D−2) λ˜ , ǫ = ϕ
1
2(D−2) ǫ˜ , (105)
where ϕ is related to φ by (11) and (12) with κ = +1. Substituting these into (103) and
then dropping the tilde, we find that the Lagrangian becomes
e−1LD = ϕR̂ , R̂ = R+K ,
K = 12 ψ¯µΓ
µνρDνψρ − i
√
(D−2)β
D−1 λ¯Γ
µνDµψν +
1
2D
ν(ψ¯µΓ
µψν) . (106)
The supersymmetric transformation rules become
δψµ = Dµǫ , δλ =
i
√
(D−1)β
2
√
D−2 ϕ
−1Γµ∂µϕǫ ,
δeaµ =
1
4 ψ¯µΓ
aǫ , δϕ = − i
√
(D−2)β
4
√
D−1 λ¯ǫ . (107)
Note that in converting the theory to the new frame, δeaµ will generate a local Lorentz
transformation which we have dropped. Thus we see that in the new f(R) frame where
the dilaton loses its kinetic term, the contribution of the fermions is simply to replace Ricci
scalar with R̂, with ϕ remaining auxiliary. Thus we have the generic result that for this
contribution: we can simply replace the previous f(R) with f(R̂).
5.2 N = 1, D = 10 f(R) supergravity
The full N = 1, D = 10 supergravity theory was constructed in [28]. In this paper, we
shall consider the fermionic sector only up to the quadratic order in fermion fields. The
supersymmetric partners are gravitino ψµ and dilitino λ, which are both Majorana and
Weyl. Making the field redefinition (105) and then drop the tilde, we find that that the
Lagrangian in the f(R) frame is given by
e−1L = ϕ(R +K)− 112ϕ−1F 2(3) +X3, (108)
where K and the Yukawa term X3 associated with F(3) are given by
K = 12 ψ¯µΓ
µνρDνψρ − 2
√
2 i
3 λ¯Γ
µνDµψν +
1
2D
µ(ψνΓ
νψµ) ,
X3 =
(
− 148 ψ¯µΓµνρσλψλ − 18ψνΓρψσ +
√
2 i
12 λ¯Γ
νρψσ
)
Fνρσ . (109)
The supersymmetric transformation rules in the f(R) frame are given by
δψµ = Dµǫ+
1
54FνρσΓµ
νρσǫ− 112FµνρΓνρǫ ,
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δλ = 3i
4
√
2
ϕ−1(Γµ∂µϕ− 118FµνρΓµνρ)ǫ ,
δeaµ =
1
4 ψ¯µΓ
aǫ , δgµν =
1
2 ψ¯(µγν)ǫ , δϕ = − i3√2ϕλ¯ǫ ,
δAµν = ϕ(−12 ǫ¯Γ[µψν] + i3√2 ǫ¯Γµνλ) (110)
Integrating out ϕ, we find that the f(R) theory of the N = 1, D = 10 f(R) supergravity is
given by
e−1L =
√
−13(R+K)F 2(3) +X3 ,
δψµ = Dµǫ+
1
54FνρσΓµ
νρσǫ− 112FµνρΓνρǫ ,
δλ = 3i
4
√
2
F−1(Γµ∂µF − 118FµνρΓµνρ)ǫ ,
δeaµ =
1
4ψµΓ
aǫ , δgµν =
1
2 ψ¯(µγν)ǫ0 ,
δAµν = F (−12 ǫ¯Γ[µψν] + i3√2 ǫ¯Γµνλ) (111)
One can add further the matter Yang-Mills multiplet (Aµ, χ). In the f(R) frame, the
extra parts of the Lagrangian and supersymmetric transformation rules are given by
e−1LYM = −14F 2(2) + 12ϕχ¯ΓµDµχ− 148Fµνρχ¯Γµνρχ− 14√2ϕ
1
2Fνρχ¯Γ
µΓνρψµ ,
δχ = 1
4
√
2
ΓµνFµνǫ , δAµ = − 12√2ϕ
1
2 χ¯Γµǫ ,
δextraAµν =
1
2
√
2
ϕ
1
2 χ¯A[µΓν]ǫ . (112)
It is again straightforward to integrate out the auxiliary ϕ and obtain the f(R) theory of
heterotic supergravity.
5.3 Type IIA f(R) supergravity
Type IIA supergravity was constructed in [32]. The superpartners include the Majorana
gravitino and dilatino. We first convert the the mostly minus convention of the spacetime
signature of [32] to the mostly plus one. Making an analogous field reduction (105) with
appropriate Γ11 inserted, we find that the Lagrangian of type IIA supergravity in the f(R)
frame up to the quadratic fermionic order is given by
e−1L10 = e−1LB + ϕ
(
1
2 ψ¯µΓ
µνρDνψρ − 2
√
2 i
3 λ¯Γ
µνΓ11Dµψν +
1
2D
µ(ψνΓ
νψµ)
)
+
(
− 148 ψ¯µΓ11Γµνρσλψλ − 18ψνΓ11Γρψσ +
√
2 i
12 λ¯Γ11Γ
νρψσ
)
Fνρσ
+ϕ2
(
1
16 ψ¯αΓ
αβµνψβ +
1
8 ψ¯
µψν +
√
2
24 λ¯Γ
αΓµνψα +
√
2
6 λ¯Γ
µψν − 1144 λ¯Γ11Γµνλ
)
Fµν
+ϕ
(
− 1192 ψ¯αΓαµνρσβψβ − 116 ψ¯µΓνρψσ + 172√2 λ¯Γ11Γ
µνρσαψα
)
Fµνρσ . (113)
where LB is given in (81). We see that at least up to the quadratic fermion order, the scalar
ϕ is auxiliary and can be integrated out, yielding an f(R) theories of type IIA supergravity.
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Furthermore, there is no derivative on the dilatino λ in the Lagrangian and hence it is also
an auxiliary field and can be integrated out.
The supersymmetric transformation rules in the f(R) frame up to quadratic order in
fermions are given by
δψµ = Dµǫ−
(
1
288Γµ
νρσλ − 136δνµΓρσλ
)
Fνρσλǫ− ϕ
(
1
32Γµ
νρ − 310δνµΓρ
)
Γ11Fνρǫ
−ϕ−1
(
1
72Γµ
νρσ − 112δνµΓρσ
)
Γ11Fνρσǫ ,
δλ = − 3
4
√
2
(
ΓµΓ11ϕ
−1∂µϕ− 1144ΓµνρσΓ11Fµνρσ − 118ϕ−1ΓµνρFµνρ + 14ϕΓµνFµν
)
ǫ ,
δeaµ =
1
4 ψ¯µΓ
aǫ , δgµν =
1
2 ψ¯(µγν)ǫ , δϕ = − 13√2ϕλ¯Γ11ǫ ,
δAµ = −14ϕ−1
(
ψ¯µΓ11 − 2
√
2
3 λ¯Γµ
)
ǫ ,
δAµν = −12ϕ
(
ψ¯[µΓν] −
√
2
3 λ¯Γµν
)
ǫ ,
δAµνρ = −34 ψ¯[µΓνρ]ǫ+ 3A[µδAνρ] . (114)
6 f(R) gauged (pseudo) supergravities
In this section, we demonstrate that some gauged supergravities can be converted into f(R)
supergravities. We then demonstrate that the f(R) theories admit new solutions with global
properties that do not exist in the corresponding solutions of the original theories.
6.1 N = 2, D = 5 gauged f(R) supergravity
The minimum supergravity in D = 5 has N = 2 supersymmetry from the counting scheme
in D = 4. It contains the metric, a Maxwell vector and a gravitino that is a sympletic
majorana. The theory can be gauged with the sympletic structure broken down to the
U(1) symmetry. (See e.g. [41].) The theory with an arbitrary number of vector multiplet
was constructed in [42]. Here, we shall consider only one vector multiplet which consists of
a scalar, a vector and a dilatino. The Lagrangian for the bosonic sector is given by
e−1L5 = R− 12 (∂φ)2 + 4g2
(
2e
− 1√
6
φ
+ e
2√
6
φ
)
− 14e
− 2√
6
φ
F 2(2) − 14e
4√
6
φF2(2)
+18e
−1ǫµνρσλFµνFρσAλ , (115)
where F(2) = dA(1) and F(2) = dA(1). The supersymmetric transformation rules are given by
δψµ = [Dµ − i2g(
√
2Aµ +Aµ)]ǫ+ 16g(2e
1√
6
φ
+ e
− 2√
6
φ
)ǫ
+ i8(Γµ
νρ − 4δνµΓρ)(
√
2e
− 1√
6
φ
Fνρ + e
2√
6
φFνρ)Γµǫ ,
δλ = − i4Γµ∂µφǫ+ i√6g(e
1√
6
φ − e− 2√6φ)ǫ
− 3
8
√
6
(
√
2e
− 1√
6
φ
Fµν − 2e
2√
6
φFµν)Γµνǫ , (116)
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We have also consulted the papers [43, 44, 23] in deriving the above results. If we set g = 0,
the theory becomes the ungauged N = 2 supergravity in D = 5 with a vector multiplet.
The ungauged theory can be obtained from the S1 reduction [22] of the N = (1, 0), D = 6
supergravity. The vector A(1) is simply the Kaluza-Klein vector, and A(1) has an origin of
the self-dual 3-form field strength in D = 6.
Under the conformal scaling (11), the Lagrangian (115) becomes
e−1L = ϕ(R + 8g2) + ϕ3(4g2 − 14F2(2))− 14ϕ−1F 2(2) − 14e−1ǫµνρσλFµνFρσAλ . (117)
Note that apart from the FFA and F(3) term, this Lagrangian is the same as (49) in D = 5.
It should be reminded that it is typical that the Lagrangians of supergravities in the f(R)
frame are polynomials of ϕ with irrational powers. Whilst all ten-dimensional supergravities
have integer powers, such exceptions are rare in lower dimensions.
Performing the following field redefinition for the fermions:
ψµ = ϕ
− 1
6 (ψ˜µ +
i√
6
Γµλ˜) , λ = ϕ
− 1
6 λ˜ , ǫ = ϕ
1
6 ǫ˜ , (118)
we find that the supersymmetric transformation rules, after dropping the tilde, become
δψµ = [Dµ − i2g(
√
2Aµ +Aµ)]ǫ+ 13gϕΓµǫ
+3
√
2 i
16 ϕ
−1FνρΓµΓ
νρǫ− 3i4 (
√
2ϕ−1Fµν + ϕFµν)Γνǫ ,
δλ = − i√
6
(
ϕ−1Γµ∇µϕ− g(ϕ − ϕ−1)− 3i8 (
√
2ϕ−1Fµν − 2ϕFµν)Γµν
)
ǫ . (119)
Thus the scalar ϕ in (117) is auxiliary, and can be integrated out straightforwardly, giving
to the f(R) theory of gauged supergravity. The algebraic equation for ϕ2 is a second-order
polynomial and hence can be solved explicitly.
Since our f(R) gauged supergravity is derived from the previously-known N = 2, D =
5 gauged supergravity with a vector multiplet, the result is interesting only if the f(R)
supergravity is not equivalent to the original theory. This can be seen by examining the
solution space of the two theories. Note that in the absence of the Maxwell fields, the f(R)
theory is identical to the second example discussed in section 2 with D = 5. It follows that
this theory admits the following AdS worm-brane solution
ds25 = dr
2 + cosh2(gr)(−dt2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23) , F = tanh(g|r|) . (120)
The solution is BPS, preserving 12 of the supersymmetry, with Killing spinor given by
ǫ˜ = cosh
1
2 (gr) ǫ0 , Γrǫ0 = ǫ0 . (121)
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One should not view the worm-brane solution (121) simply as a conformal scaling of some
domain walls in the original theory. This is because the Ricci scalar R runs from R = −20g2
at the two r → ±∞ asymptotic boundaries to R = −8g2 at r = 0, at which point F = 0.
Since F is the conformal scaling factor between the two theories, the connection between the
two theories breaks down for solutions with vanishing or divergent F . The absolute-value
sign appearing in F implies that some delta-function matter source is needed for sustaining
the wormhole.
One may argue that the power-law curvature singularity of this solution at r = 0 of the
original gauged supergravity theory is merely an artefact of dimensional reduction since the
theory can be embedded in type IIB supergravity. Using the reduction anstaz given in [23],
we find that the ten-dimensional metric is
ds210 =
√
∆
(
dr2 + cosh2(gr)(−dt2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23) + g−2dθ2
)
+
1
g2
√
∆
(
sin2 θ dΩ23 + tanh
2(gr) cos2 θ dφ2
)
,
∆ = cos2 θ + tanh2(gr) sin2 θ . (122)
In D = 10, the coordinate r runs from ∞ to 0, without having to go to the negative values
of r. This is because when r → 0, the metric becomes
ds210 = cos θ
(
dr2 + r2dφ2 + dxµdxµ + g
−2dθ2 + g−2 tan2 θ dΩ23
)
. (123)
The solution does have a power-law curvature singularity when r and cos θ vanish simulta-
neously. Thus we see that the solution behaves differently in D = 11 and in D = 5. In the
D = 5 f(R) theory, it is natural for the coordinate r to run from −∞ to +∞, whilst in
D = 10, it runs from 0 to ∞.
In [44], non-extremal black hole solutions of the U(1)3 theory in D = 5 was constructed.
Setting the two of the three vectors equal gives rise to the theory we are discussing in
this section. In the BPS limit, the solutions [43] suffer from a naked power-law curvature
singularity and hence are not black holes. They are often referred as “superstars.” We
now consider these superstars, whose generalization to arbitrary dimensions were given in
section 3.3. If we turn on only the F(2) charge, the solution of the f(R) theory is given by
ds25 = −H−1hdt2 +H
(dr2
h
+ r2dΩ23
)
, F(2) =
√
2 dt ∧ dH−1 ,
h = 1 + g2r2H2 , F =
|r|√
r2 + q2
, H = 1 +
q
r2
. (124)
Since we have
H−1h =
r2 + g2(r2 + q2)2
r2 + q2
, (125)
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it follows that the solution describes a wormhole with r runs from−∞ to +∞. The positivity
of F requires that a delta-function matter source at r = 0 is needed for supporting this
wormhole. Compared to the previous domain wall solution, this charged solution is more
accurately called a wormhole since the r = constant slice is S3 × Rt rather than the four-
dimensional Minkwoski spacetime. (Note that if we turn on both F(2) and F(2), the metric
around r = 0 becomes ds2 ∼ r2dr2 + · · · , implying that r2 can be negative and hence the
solution has a naked singularity when H vanishes.) The corresponding D = 10 type IIB
solution is given by
ds210 =
√
∆
(
− r
2 + g2(r2 + q2)2
r2 + q2
dt2 +
(r2 + q2)dr2
r2 + g2(r2 + q2)2
+ (r2 + q2)dΩ23 + g
−2dθ2
)
+
1
g2
√
∆
(
1
4 sin
2 θ (σ21 + σ
2
2 + (σ3 + 2A(1))
2) +
r2
r2 + q2
cos2 θ dφ2
)
,
∆ = cos2 θ +
r2
r2 + q2
sin2 θ . (126)
It is thus clear that the coordinate r runs from 0 to ∞ in D = 10.
There is another solution in the f(R) supergravities that does not exist in the original
gauged supergravity. That is the solution with R = −8g2. Since for this case, both f and F
vanish, and hence the full equations of motion is reduced to simply a scalar-type equation
R = −8g2.
6.2 D = 4 gauged supergravity
Four-dimensional maximum gauged supergravity has an SO(8) local gauge group. For the
bosonic sector, it is consistent to truncate to the U(1)4 Cartan subsector. (See, e.g. [45, 23].)
We shall consider the special case where three of the U(1) vectors are set to equal. Following
the results given in [23], we find that the Lagrangian is given by
e−1L = R− 12 (∂φ)2 − 14e
− 1√
3
φ
F 2(2) − 14e
√
3φF22 + 3g2(e−
1√
3
φ
+ e
1√
3
φ
) . (127)
In the f(R) frame, this theory becomes
e−1L = ϕ(R + 3g2) + ϕ3(4g2 − 14F2(2))− 14ϕ−1F 2(2) , (128)
Thus we see that aside from the F(3) term, this Lagrangian is the same as the one discussed
in section 3.4. Thus the f(R) admits both the worm-brane (29) and charged wormhole (53)
solutions with D = 4. Using the reduction ansatz given in [23] we can lift the solutions
back to D = 11. The metric of the smeared M2-brane associated with the worm-brane is
given by
ds211 = ∆
2/3
(
dr2 + cosh4(12g r)dx
µdxµ +
4dθ2
g2
)
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+
4
g2∆1/3
(
tanh2(12gr) cos
2 θdφ2 + sin2 θdΩ25
)
,
∆ = cos2 θ + tanh2(12gr) sin
2 θ . (129)
The lifting of the charged wormhole solution to D = 11 gives rise to
ds211 = ∆
2/3
[
− ρ
2 + g2(ρ2 + q)3
ρ2 + q2
dt2 + (ρ2 + q)2
( 4dρ2
ρ2 + g2(ρ2 + q)3
+ dΩ22
)]
+
4
g2∆1/3
[ ρ2
ρ2 + q
cos2 θdφ2 + sin2 θ
(
(dψ +
√
3 q
ρ2 + q2
dt+ 2B(1))
2 + dΣ2
CP
2
)]
,
∆ = cos2 θ +
ρ2
ρ2 + q
sin2 θ . (130)
where J(2) = dB(1) is the Ka¨hler 2-form of the CP
2 metric dΣ2
CP
2 . Thus we see that in
D = 11, both coordinates r and ρ run from 0 to ∞, whilst in the D = 4 f(R) theory, they
run from −∞ to +∞.
6.3 Gauged f(R) Kaluza-Klein pseudo-supergravities
It was shown in [13] that the Lagrangian (45) admits Killing spinor equations in general
dimensions. Consequently the pseudo-supersymmetric extension of the system was con-
structed in [15]. In the f(R) frame, we find that the full Lagrangian is given by
e−1L = ϕ
(
R+ (D − 1)(D − 3)g2
)
+ ϕ3
(
− 14F2(2) + g2(D − 1)
)
+ϕsij
[
1
2 ψ¯
i
µΓ
µνρDν(A)ψjρ − i
√
(D−2)β
D−1 λ¯
iΓµνDµ(A)ψjν + 12Dν(A)(ψ¯iµΓµψjν)
]
+ϕ2tij
[
i
√
β
16 ψ¯
i
µΓ
µνρσψjσ − i
√
β
8 ψ¯
iνψjρ +
√
D−2
16(D−1) ψ¯
i
µΓ
νρΓµλj
+
√
D−2
16(D−1) ψ¯
iνΓρλj − i
√
β(D−2)
4(D−1) λ¯
iΓνΓρλj
]
Fνρ
ϕuij
[
− i
√
β
8 g
(
(D − 1)ϕ+ (D − 2)ϕ−1
)
ψ¯iµΓ
µνψjν
−12
√
(D − 1)(D − 2) gϕψ¯iµΓµλj + i2(D − 2)
√
β gϕλ¯iλj
]
, (131)
where all the fermions are charged under the vector field A(1), with the covariant derivative
on fermions given by
Dµ(A)ξi = Dµξi − 14β(D − 3)Aµuiksjkxij , (132)
for any spinor field ξi. The pseudo-supersymmetric transformation rules are given by
δψiµ = Dµ(A)ǫi − i
√
β
4 t
ijskjϕ−1FµρΓρǫk + i
√
β
2 u
ijskjgϕΓµǫ
k ,
δλi =
i
√
β(D−1)
2
√
(D−2)
[
ϕ−1Γµ∂µϕ ǫ
i + i
√
β
4 t
ijskjϕ−1Fµν Γµνǫk
− i
√
β (D−3)
2 u
ijskjg(ϕ − ϕ−1)
]
,
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δϕ = − i4
√
(D−2)β
D−1 s
ijϕλ¯iǫj , δeaµ =
1
4s
ijψ¯iµΓ
aǫj ,
δAµ = ϕ−1 tij
[
− i
√
β
4 ψ¯
i
µǫ
j + β
√
D−2
4
√
D−1 λ¯
iΓµǫ
j
]
. (133)
Thus we see that there is no term with any space-time derivative on ϕ in the full La-
grangian. The variation of ϕ gives rise to the quadratic solution of ϕ and hence ϕ can be
solved straightforwardly. Substituting the algebraic equation of ϕ back to the Lagrangian
and pseudo-supersymmtric transformation rules, we obtain the f(R) theory of the gauged
Kaluza-Klein pseudo-supergravity. Note that the pseudo-supersymmetric transformation
rules on the fermions give rise to the Killing spinor equations (28) discussed earlier.
Note that in this example, the Lagrangian in the f(R) frame is a polynomial of ϕ with
integer powers up to the cubic order in all dimensions. This is because the condition for
pseudo-supergravity is much less than supergravities for which examples with integer powers
are rare and dimensional dependent.
To be self-contained, it is necessary that we present the Γ-matrix and fermion conven-
tions. We adopt exactly the same convention given in [14, 15], which follows the convention
of [47]. We present the convention in Table 1. In addition to the Γ-matrix symmetries
and spinor reperesentations in diverse dimensions, we also present the sij , tij and uij that
appear in the construction.
D mod 8 CΓ(0) CΓ(1) Spinor β sij tij uij
0 S S M +1 δij δij εij
S A S-M −1 εij δij εij
1 S S M +1 δij δij εij
2 S S M +1 δij δij εij
A S M −1 δij εij δij
3 A S M −1 δij εij δij
4 A S M −1 δij εij δij
A A S-M +1 εij εij δij
5 A A S-M +1 εij εij δij
6 A A S-M +1 εij εij δij
S A S-M −1 εij δij εij
7 S A S-M −1 εij δij εij
Table 1: Γ-matrix symmetries and spinor reperesentations in diverse dimensions. The
quantities sij ,tij and uij that appear in the Lagrangian take either δij or εij .
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The quantities (s, t, u) satisify the following identities
sijsik = δjk , sjktjlslm = tkm , sjktjl = tkjslj , skjtjl = tkjsjl . (134)
Note that in the above, s and t can interchange, and each can interchange with u and the
identities still hold. We also have the following important identities
sjitjksmktml = β δil , sjiujksmkuml = −β δil , sjiujkslktlm = γβ εim , (135)
where
γ =
{ +1 , if tij = δij ,
−1 , if tij = εij .
(136)
7 A general class of f(R) pseud-supergravities
It was shown [10] that there exist a subclass of f(R) gravities that admit Killing spinor
equations
Dµǫ+WΓµǫ = 0 ,
(
Γµ∇µF + U
)
ǫ = 0 , (137)
where
U = −(4D(D − 1)W
2 +R)f ′′(R)
4(D − 1)W ′ . (138)
The function f satisfies the following second-order linear differential equation
f ′′ −
(
4(D − 1)(D − 2)W 2 +R
)
W ′(
4D(D − 1)W 2 +R
)
W
f ′ +
W ′(
4D(D − 1)W 2 +R
)
W
f = 0 . (139)
As in the previous examples [14, 15], we find that the existence of the Killing spinor equations
implies that one can performal pseudo-supersymmetric extension of these f(R) gravities.
Introducing pseudo-gravitino and dilatino fields, we find that the full Lagrangian is given
by
e−1L = f(R) + F (R)sij
[
1
2 ψ¯
i
µΓ
µνρDνψ
j
ρ − i
√
(D−2)β
D−1 λ¯
iΓµνDµψ
j
ν +
1
2D
ν(ψ¯iµΓ
µψjν)
]
+ϕuij
[
−14
(
2(D − 2)W + U
)
ψ¯iµΓ
µνψjν +
i
√
(D−1)(D−2)√
β
Wψ¯iµΓ
µλj
+12
(
− U ′
f ′′ +
1
D−2U + 2W
)
λ¯iλj
]
. (140)
The pseudo-supersymmetric transformation rules are given by
δψiµ = Dµǫi + uijskjWΓµǫk ,
δλi =
i
√
β(D−1)
2
√
(D−2)
F−1
[
Γµ∂µF ǫ
i + Uuijskjǫk
]
,
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δeaµ =
1
4s
ijψ¯iµΓ
aǫj . (141)
It can be shown that the Lagrangian is invariant under the pseudo-supersymmetric trans-
formation rules up to the quadratic order in fermions. Note that in dimensions where
sij = uij , the i and j indices in fermions can be suppressed. The vanishing of the pseudo-
supersymmetric variation on ψ and λ gives rise to precisely two Killing spinor equations
obtained in [10].
It is worth observing that in the f(R) frame, the dilatino λ is also an auxiliary field.
The variation of the Lagrangian (140) with respect to λ gives an algebraic equation for λ.
Substituting this λ back to the Lagrangian give an f(R) pseudo-supergravity involving only
the metric and gravitino.
8 Conclusions and discussions
In this paper, we have constructed the f(R) formalism of ten-dimensional supergravities
by performing a conformal transformation and casting the theories in the f(R) frame. The
characteristics of the f(R) frame is that the dilaton scalar becomes auxiliary and hence
can be integrated out. In ten dimensions, the f(R) frame coincides with that of M-theory,
D2-branes or NS-NS 5-branes. The process of integrating out the auxiliary dilaton to get
f(R) gravity is analogous to integrate out the auxiliary tensor fields in the Polyakov string
action to obtain the Nambu-Goto action. When the fermionic sector are included, we show
up to quadratic order in fermions that the dilaton remains auxiliary. The conclusion holds
at the full (quartic) fermionic orders since there is no derivative at this order. Furthermore,
the dilatino also becomes auxiliary and can be integrated out. Using the same technique,
we also constructed f(R) theories of some D = 5 and D = 4 gauged supergravities and large
classes of pseudo-supergravities. We obtain many examples of BPS p-brane and wormhole
solutions in the f(R) theories and analyze their properties.
There are two important issues to address at this stage. The first is whether the f(R)
supergravities are equivalent to the corresponding usual supergravities in the Einstein frame.
The second is which formalism is more natural. To answer the first question, we note that
the main difference of the two formalism is the conformal transformation. If the conformal
transformation is non-singular, the two theories are clearly equivalent. However, when the
conformal transformation becomes singular, the solution spaces of the two theories become
inequivalent. This is because in general relativity, a solution is not only characterized by
the local form, but also determined by the global structure. It clear that the local form of
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a solution in f(R) supergravity can be transformed in general to that of the corresponding
supergravity, the well-defined global structure of the solution in f(R) supergravity can
be destroyed in such a transformation if the conformal factor is singular. In this paper,
we presented many examples of well-defined solutions in f(R) supergravities that became
badly behaved in the Einstein frame. In fact in terms of the number of smooth solutions,
the Einstein frame scores the worst.
In ten dimensional supergravities, there is a large collection of p-branes, and many
physical properties of various p-brane frames were discussed in [29]. A distinguishing feature
we observed about the f(R) frame is that the dilaton in this frame becomes manifestly
auxiliary. The f(R) frame coincides with that of M-theory, D2-branes and NS-NS 5-branes.
The physical significance of having an auxiliary coupling field for the D2-brane and NS-NS
5-brane theories requires further investigation. It could be a consequence that the theories
are intrinsically non-perturbative and hence there is no such a field that gives rise to the
perturbrative expansion. It is also worth investigating whether this is simply the artefact of
lower-energy effective action, or whether it persists when higher-order curvature invariants
are included.
To address the second question, we note that while all supergravities with a dilaton can
be cast into the f(R) frame, many of them appear to have irrational powers of the scalar
field. For example, the bosonic Lagrangian of N = 1, D = 7 gauged supergravity in the
f(R) frame becomes
e−1L7 = ϕR− g2ϕ
7
5
(
1
4ϕ
− 8
√
6
5 − 2ϕ− 3
√
6
5 − 2ϕ 2
√
6
5
)
− 148ϕ−
1
5
+ 4
√
6
5 F 2(4) − 14ϕ−
4
5
+ 2
√
6
5 (F i(2))
2 + e−1LFFA (142)
Although the scalar ϕ is auxiliary in this case, there is no simple way of integrating out
this field. In ten dimensions, however, in all supergravities, the scalar ϕ in the f(R) frame
couples to the form fields with integer power. We find that this is because that the f(R)
frame is closely related to the Kaluza-Klein S1 reduction. It turns out that the f(R) frame is
the same as the (D + 1)-dimensional frame without scaling in the Kaluza-Klein reduction.
In other words, the breathing mode in the Kaluza-Klein circle reduction is an auxiliary
field and it becomes manifest if we expressed the lower-dimensional theory in the (D + 1)-
dimensional frame. We demonstrate in the appendix that this is true even when the higher-
order Gauss-Bonnet term is considered. However, a generic higher-order curvature term
can introduce derivatives on the breathing mode; nevertheless, the the lower-dimensional
theory still appears to be simplest in the f(R) frame.
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Thus from the circle reduction of M-theory to D = 10 supergravity, the f(R) frame
can be easily understood as the M-theory frame. It can also be easily understood why
it also coincides with that of D2-branes and NS-NS 5-branes. From the M-theory point
of view, the f(R) frame is clearly a natural frame to work with. However, the question
about which frame is more natural to study supergravity can only be addressed when
higher-order curvature terms are included in the theory. This is because when higher-order
curvature terms are involved, a conformal transformation can dramatically increase the
complexity of the action. For example, heterotic supergravity in D = 10 is the simplest in
the string frame [48]. This suggests that type IIA supergravity with α′ correction is best
constructed in the string frame. On the other hand, from our discussion on S1 reduction in
the appendix, if we were simply to obtain type IIA supergravity from D = 11 with higher-
order curvature invariants, it is more natural to perform the reduction in the f(R) frame.
This paradox requires further investigation. It is related to the fact that ten-dimensional
supergravities play two roles in string and M-theory. One is that they are the low-energy
effective theories of string; the other is that they are related to M-theory through the
dimensional compactification.
The f(R) theories of supergravities can be viewed as f(R) gravities coupled to matters
including the form fields and also fermions. However, in the traditional f(R) theories with
matters, the matter fields are typically coupled to the metric, whilst in f(R) supergravities,
they are coupled not only to the metric, but also to the curvature. This enlarges the
possibility of constructing f(R) theories coupled with matters.
To conclude, we find that there exists the f(R) formalism for supergravities. Our explicit
construction of f(R) supergravities allows us to find new BPS solutions and also leads to
new questions that are worth further investigation.
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A KK circle reduction without the conformal scaling
Kaluza-Klein circle reduction has been well-studied. It was typically done with the lower-
dimensional metric properly scaled by the breathing mode such that the theory in lower
dimensions is in the Einstein frame. In this picture, the breathing mode is a dynamical field
and cannot be solved algebraically. Here we present the Kaluza-Klein circle reduction from
(D + 1) dimensions to D dimensions, with the D-dimensional metric written in the same
frame as that in (D + 1) dimensions. The metric ansatz is given by
dsˆ2D+1 = ds
2
D + ϕ
2(dz +A(1))2 . (143)
The lower-dimensional metric, the breathing mode ϕ and the Kaluza-Klein vector A(1) are
all independent of the coordinate z. The natural choice of the viebein and their inverse are
given by
eˆa = ea , ez¯ = ϕ(dz +A(1)) ,
Eˆa = ∇a −Aa∂z , Eˆz¯ = ϕ−1∂z , (144)
where the (D+1)-dimensional world and tangent indices are split to µˆ = (µ, z) and aˆ = (a, z¯)
respectively. Note that we have ∇a = Eµa∇µ and Aa = EµaAµ. The components of the spin-
connection ωab ≡ ωcabec are given by
ωˆcab = ωcab , ωz¯ab = −12ϕFab , ωbz¯a = 12ϕFab , ωz¯z¯a = ϕ−1∇aϕ . (145)
Here we have F(2) = dA(1). Since we are interested in also the reduction of the higher-order
curvature terms, we present the reduction on the Riemann tensors as well as the Ricci
tensors. The independent non-vanishing components of the Riemann tensor are given by
Rˆabcd = R
ab
cd − 12ϕ2
(FabFcd −Fa[cFd]b) ,
Rˆabcz¯ = Rˆcz¯ab = ∇[a
(
ϕFb]c
)−∇cφFab ,
Rˆz¯az¯b = −ϕ−1∇b∇aϕ+ 14ϕ2 FcbFca . (146)
The independent components of the Ricci-tensor are
Rˆab = Rab − ϕ−1∇b∇aϕ− 12ϕ2FcbFca ,
Rˆaz¯ = −12ϕ−2∇c
(
ϕ3Fca
)
,
Rˆz¯z¯ = −ϕ−1ϕ+ 14ϕ2 F2(2) . (147)
The Ricci scalar is
Rˆ = R− 14ϕ2F2(2) − 2ϕ−1ϕ . (148)
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Thus we have
LD+1 =
√
−gˆ Rˆ −→ LD =
√−g
(
ϕR − 14ϕ3F2(2) −ϕ
)
. (149)
Note that the last term is a total derivative and hence can be dropped. It is easy to
verify that the equations of motion derived from the D-dimensional Lagrangian satisfy the
Einstein equations in (D + 1) dimensions. In this reduction scheme, the breathing mode
ϕ in D dimensions is an auxiliary field, and can be integrated out. In other words, the
D-dimensional theory is in the “f(R) frame.”
If (D+1)-dimensional theory has higher-order curvature terms, it becomes more appar-
ent that the reduction ansatz (143) is more natural in that it gives rise to the simplest form
in the lower-dimensional theory. For a generic higher-order curvature term, the breath-
ing mode can acquire derivatives and cease to be auxiliary. This is analogous to off-shell
supergravities where the auxiliary fields acquire dynamics when higher-order supersymmet-
ric invariants are introduced. However, if the higher-order curvature terms have special
properties such as being topological, the breathing mode may remain auxiliary. Let us
demonstrate this by reducing Einstein gravity with the Gauss-Bonnet term, namely
eˆ−1LD+1 = Rˆ− Λ0 + αEˆGB , (150)
where
EˆGB = Rˆ
2 − 4RˆµˆνˆRˆµˆνˆ + RˆµˆνˆρˆσˆRˆµˆνˆρˆσˆ . (151)
For simplicity and demonstrating the point, let us for now set A(1) = 0. The reduced
Gauss-Bonnet term is given by
EˆGB = EGB + 8ϕ
−1∇a∇bϕRab − 4ϕ−1ϕR . (152)
It follows that for A(1) = 0, we have√
−gˆ(Rˆ− Λ0 + αEˆGB) =
√−g ϕ(R− Λ0 + αEGB) + total derivative terms . (153)
In other words, there is no term involving a derivative on ϕ. This is true even when the
Kaluza-Klein vector is turned on. The full S1 reduction of the Lagrangian (150) on S1 with
the reduction (143) is given by
e−1LD = ϕ(R − Λ0 + αEGB)− 14ϕ3F2(2) + αϕ3
(
−Rabcd(FabFcd −FacFdb)
+2∇aFbc∇aFbc + 13F2(2) − 2∇a∇b(F2)ab + 2∇bFba∇cFca
−103 ∇aFbc∇bFac + 4F ab∇a∇cFcb − 43Fab∇c∇bFac
)
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+αϕ5
(
1
4(F2(2))2 + 12(F2(2))ab(F2(2))ab
)
, (154)
where (F2(2))ab = FacFbc. Thus we see that the breathing mode ϕ is an auxiliary field and
can be integrated out.
B A general class of charged black hole solutions
We find that the Lagrangian (48) admits the following charged black hole solution
ds2D = −H−
D−3
D−2H−
D−1
D−2 hdt2 +H 1D−2H D−1(D−2)(D−3)
(dr2
h
+ r2dΩ2D−2,k
)
,
F(2) =
√
k coth(
√
k δ˜) dt ∧ dH−1 , F(2) =
√
D − 1
D − 3
√
k coth(
√
k δ) dt ∧ dH−1 ,
h = k − µ
rD−3
+ g2r2HH D−1D−3 , eφ =
(H
H
)√ D−1
2(D−2)
,
H = 1 + µ sinh
2(
√
k δ˜)
k rD−3
, H = 1 +
µ sinh2(
√
k δ)
k rD−3
. (155)
Here the parameter k can be 1, 0, or −1, corresponding to the cases where the foliation
in the transverse space have the metric dΩ2D−2,k on the unit S
D−2, TD−2 or HD−2, where
HD−2 denotes the unit hyperbolic (D− 2)-space of constant negative curvature. Note that
the solution has a smooth limit for k = 0 and it remains real when k = −1. The horizon of
the black hole is located at the largest root of the function h. When h has a double root,
the solution becomes extremal. In D = 5, the solution is a special case of the U(1)3 charged
solutions in five-dimensional gauged supergravity [44]. In D = 4, it is a special case of the
U(1)4 charged solutions in four-dimensional gauged supergravity [45]. (See also [46].) Note
that when F(2) = 0, the single-charg Kerr-AdS black holes of (45) was constructed in [49].
There is another limit one can take for k = 1 and 0 cases. We can send µ→ 0, δ →∞
and δ˜ →∞, but with q = µ sinh2 δ and q˜ = µ sinh2 δ˜ fixed. In the case of D = 4, 5, this is a
BPS limit and the resulting solutions preserve a fraction of the supersymmetry. For k = 0,
this limit implies that the charges are set to zero, and we obtain a domain wall solution.
For k = 1, this limit gives rise to the solution (51). Note that such a limit cannot be taken
for the k = −1 case. The properties of the solutions were discussed in sections 3.2, 6.1,
6.2. In particular, it was shown that the singular solutions with q 6= 0 and q˜ = 0 becomes
smooth charged wormholes in the corresponding f(R) theories.
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